
Mana 1911 

Chapter 1911 Glorious Natural Laws! 

Surrounded by a protective barrier of the Essence of Reality, Ezekiel affirmed Noah's resolve as he 

grasped the sword in his hands tightly and pressed it down. 

The Sword of Avalon. 

It shone with a grandiose purple luster as through it, the Decretum of Avalon erupted as from Ezekiel's 

body, the least he could do was be capable of controlling this essence to open a pathway into this 

Dimension! 

Just like how Noah could now utilize Dream Dimensional Essence freely to cross the folds of space and 

enter the Dream Dimension, Ezekiel could do the same under the correct conditions as he was a 

Dimensional Royalty. 

This also allowed one to ponder…just what locations could the Dimensions be considered to be in? One 

could easily access the 9 Dimension with the prerequisite control of its essence to a certain point 

anywhere in the vast Realities! 

So were the 9 Dimension layers on top of the vast Realities in inaccessible layers of space? Were they on 

another plane entirely? How exactly did all of these domains come together for the Desolate 

Mausoleum to have the Dimensions as its Anchors? 

It was many questions coming through with no legitimate answers as before Noah, a massively pristine 

purple gateway rose that led into the unknown. 

Ezekiel was adorned in his royal purple Armament as he had already made his own preparations for the 

Adjudicator Legion under his lead before coming here, nodding towards Noah as these two beings didn't 

waste words and instantly went through the purple gateway together. 

Into the foreign Dimensional Lands of Avalon! 

WAP! 

The gateway closed on this half of the barrier as on the other side, Katelyn had made her decision. 

She gazed at Noah's unshakable figure as while thinking of the possible future, she chose a certain path! 

"Let's take it slow. I know that I do not owe you anything so I won't be shameless to ask for your 

resources and treasures-" 

"That's where I'll have to stop you." 

WAA! 

Noah smiled lightly while stopping Katelyn from proceeding forward. 

"My goals and what I want happen to coincide with the path you may choose. It will benefit me if you 

step up and seek the role of a Dimensional Ruler in the Mirror Dimension. And since I also seek your 
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heart, don't be afraid to take from the things I offer you. My resources and techniques…holding them 

back from you after I tell you such things wouldn't make sense, would it?" 

His stellar eyes revealed their Tri-Pupiled authority as Katelyn once more found herself not being able to 

hold his gaze for too long, her will still questioning her state of mind and why she couldn't remain 

unfettered before this being now.  

"Let's go. The first thing to do is to solidify your foundation and at least make you a Limit Breaker of all 

Aspects of Existence before you forge your Reality. Then, there are some methods of forging Reality 

Passages and abilities that have somewhat high resource costs but…you should be able to handle a few." 

…! 

The dazzling essence of a Natural Law began to fade as the scene of the outside blue sky filled with 

fantastical floating land masses became clear. 

Three beings were wrapped in this domain as only two became visible thereafter, Noah beginning to 

float towards the massive floating landmass that was granted to him as he sent a mental message to the 

Dimensional Royalty who still seemed somewhat shaken from his straightforwardness. 

"You haven't received too many things from others, right? The things I have are innumerable as even 

Grotto Haven Masters would grow envious of them. Allow me to spoil you with all these things as after 

all, I am chasing after you now." 

Katelyn watched Noah's receding figure as she thought about his words and her own path, her already 

made decision being solidified as she didn't go towards the floating landmass she had gotten the plaque 

of from Akaris. 

She instead floated towards the domain that the Quintessential Kainos Emperor would be residing in as 

she wanted to see his means and techniques that had gotten him the exemplary power he held! 

Far away from their location, a pair of women's eyes were watching this scene as the fiery stellar one 

from behind could nearly erupt into flames. 

"Sis Akaris…a perfectly good man is being taken before my very eyes because you held me back. There's 

very few in our generation that are even close to him!" 

Juliette was fuming as she spat out stellar flames when she spoke, Akaris affirming Ezekiel never came 

out of the barrier of Natural Laws as she spoke coldly. 

"You'll get your chance to get close to him during the Incursion into the Niflheim Dimension. 

Representative Aileron has tasked us with understanding his character and allegiances as he is an 

eventual Representative Candidate." 

…! 

Akaris spoke so simply as she began to move away from the Domain of space they were hidden in, 

Juliette seeming annoyed as she followed from behind while shouting out. 

"It's your damn brother…stop calling him Representative Aileron!" 



A flash of essence erupted as their figures were covered with it, time moving forward as always. 

The many events that had occurred over the past days were extraneous as many beings returned to 

their Bloodline Domains to plan their next moves, some waiting patiently as Incursions into Dimensional 

Strongholds would soon begin! 

As the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest fully came to its conclusion, everybody who went in and out was 

accounted for as from the Royal Human side, Beatrix returned to Brightborn in mourning as Empress 

Genevieve never made it out alive. 

Many Candidate Emperors of Pure-Blooded Bloodlines that had entered fell as very few Destined ones 

survived, the revolving events having their own widespread repercussions as for some beings, they 

didn't matter too much. 

The hours passed into the next day when Representative Aileron was supposed to take the genius 

Alexander King to the Northern Empyral Domain of Nature- this event alone drawing some attention 

from nearby Domains as only Golden Throned Representatives were granted this honor! 

Those who knew about this matter went to gather and see whether this visit for this being would be 

fruitful, or whether such an event would be wasted on this being… 

Chapter 1912 Glorious Natural Laws! Ll 

The blue skies of the Main Reality were pristine and clear. 

They were like this in some regions, and in others- fantastical scenes of coiling stellar bodies of Realities 

could be seen stretched out across the skies. 

Massive rivers of Realities coiling around each other ranging in the tens to hundreds could be seen in 

some regions, which existences living in or occupy these domains as the sheer number of existences 

within the Main Reality were countless! 

Other regions had crystallized Nacres of Grotto Sanctums formed from the hundreds or thousands of 

weaving Realities, forming vast endless domains within these spaces as well as Pure-Blooded Bloodlines 

had their domains in regions that had clusters of Realities or Grotto Sanctums as their bases. 

This was because such areas were dense in essence, resources, and the concentration of Natural Laws! 

It was why the scene Noah was staring at became all the more fantastical as time had forged on into the 

next day, and Akaris had appeared to lead Noah and Katelyn across multiple Waypoints to appear 

before their current location where Aileron was waiting for them in the dazzling skies. 

A decent number of events had happened in the past day as Kaitlyn had a different look in he eyes when 

she gazed at Noah, and this was because he had revealed the methods of False Grotto Nacres, Liquified 

Soul Seas, and Physique Refining Pearls to her as a small semblance of his means! All of them could be 

considered Limit Breaking Tools with the correct usage as the goal was for Kaitlyn to exceed her Aspect 

of Origin with these tools and more. 

Noah had also given a glance to some of his techniques and their resource cost as this Dimensional 

Royalty had shaken her head in disbelief, her mind being expanded as she followed along to see the 

region of the Northern Empyral Domain of Nature even though she wasn't allowed entrance within it! 
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This brought them to their current location where all of them were dazzled by what they saw. 

The skies were littered with colors as in the distance, a massive cylindrical beam of dreadful essences 

shot upwards to the skies endlessly- and countless glorious rivers of Reality seemed to be coiling around 

this pillar of essence as they stretched out from it in a circular manner as if they were branches 

sprouting from a tree! 

Even from afar, the air was thick with all different types of liquefied essence as the skies held seas of 

Destiny, Fortune, Karma, and Fate that knew could freely swim in. The Essence of common elemental 

laws and the Essence of Daos could be felt all around…but nothing as potent as the thick and oppressive 

tendrils of essence of the Natural Laws of Reality. 

The closer one went towards the beam of cylindrical light and the surging givers of Reality that 

fantastically seemed to be spinning around it in a perpetual motion, the more oppressive of a pressure 

they would feel as part of the reason why the Empyral Domains of Nature were reserved for Golden 

Throned Representatives was because they had sufficient power to even reach close to it! 

Golden Throned Representatives were at the peak of the Stratas of Reality as many were half a step into 

the stage of Grotto Haven, beings like Aileron who were considered young and at the peak of Ultima 

Strata being very rare. 

But they had the power to at least get close to the majesty of the Empyral Domains of Nature as the 

closer one went, the more concentrated the tendrils of Natural Laws became as if they were powerful 

and Destined enough, they might be able to cleanly absorb some of this essence into their bodies and 

awaken the understanding of a Natural Law. 

"Think you can handle it?" 

In the dazzling skies, Aileron pulled out a golden star that showed spinning rivers of realities in it that he 

handed towards Noah, this being the key to allow one past the thick and massive barrier one would 

come across the moment they neared any entrance of the Empyral Domains of Nature. If you didn't 

have this key that Golden Throned Representatives had and it wasn't your ordained time to be at this 

location, you could potentially be stripped of your ranking or face punishment! 

Aileron was granted the authority to allow Noah to enter under his banner since he stood for him in the 

Primordial Assembly, Noah taking the key and floating towards the dazzling location surging with 

essences as nodded calmly. 

Akaris and Katelyn watched from behind as past them, the gazes of many other beings who even held 

the authority to be in this region were watching things unfold. 

"Normally, I would ask whether he would even be able to near the Empyral Domain of Nature, but after 

what I've seen in the Unexplored Grotto Sanctum…" 

Far in the skies, some of the existences that had been with Noah in the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest 

watched on with Elders of their Bloodlines after they passed word of this being's ridiculous power! 

The Young Emperor was gazing on with a pondering gaze as a Golden Throned Representative stood 

beside him, with Juliette's figure standing beside her parents as many other beings were also spread out 



across different areas near this Northern Empyral Domain of Nature to see the results of this existence 

nearing this pristine location! 

There were rumors that he already understood a semblance of a Natural Law and it was how he had 

managed to wipe out the budding will of a Dimensional Hellion Ruler, and all of this conjecture could be 

confirmed here and more.  

If true, the power of this genius was something the Royal Humans or any of the other Pure-Blooded 

Primordial Bloodlines could not lose out on! 

Destiny weaved silently as they watched on. 

Noah moved across the gradually changing skies while bypassing the thick barrier with the authority of a 

key granted by Aileron, his body feeling the oppressive force of the Essence of Natural Laws all around 

him as the closer he went towards the tendrils of spinning rivers of Reality, the more his eyes could 

differentiate many types of essences! 

He could barely glean the Essence of Gravitation and Polarity as he wondered, what of the Fundamental 

Natural Law Essences of Manadynamics and Entropy? 

Could he manage to see them or even grasp them ever so briefly when the only way he attained his first 

2 preliminary understanding of the Natural Laws was from wondrous loot and his own unique ability? 

Chapter 1913 Glorious Natural Laws! Lll 

An Empyral Domain of Nature. 

A cluster of swirling essence of Natural Laws that had tendrils of Reality swarming a massive beam of 

light that endlessly shot into the skies! 

Golden Throned Representatives reaching Ultima Strata and above were capable of reaching into it as its 

oppressive force could be withstood with one's Realm…or if they already had a semblance of control 

over the Natural Laws that were raging in the surroundings. 

For Noah, it was the latter as when he began to feel the pressure that would have stopped one from 

proceeding forward, he called upon the Natural Law of Polarity. 

Everything had its opposite in this world! 

White articles of this Natural Law that Noah attained first weaved around him as he had already begun 

to infuse this into the Nomological Edict of the Dictum Emperor to forge a DHARMA Edict. 

When it wrapped around him, he felt the chaotic tendrils of Natural Laws in the surroundings gradually 

calm as the white particles of this law nearby…became clear in his Tri-Pupiled eyes! 

Resonance of Nature buzzed in his soul as soon after, he felt the outside particles drawn to him as 

Polarity…began to surge into his Origin, Body, and Soul. 

As his soul began to attain just a little bit more clarity into this Natural Law that he gained a Preliminary 

understanding! 

<The Natural Law of Polarity is undergoing quantification.> 
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To Noah, a promotion rose as he began to easily absorb the essence of a Natural Law that he already 

understood. To those watching him…they merely saw his figure that was slowly walking upon the 

multicolored earth release a gorgeous white light as a dazzling stream of milky white began to flow out 

from the surroundings and surge into him, his advancement towards the tendrils of Reality swirling 

around the massive pillar of natural laws becoming even faster! 

"Of course, he can already control a single Natural Law…" 

Those who had entered the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest nodded with shining eyes as they prepared 

themselves for something like this, while those from the Pure-Blooded Bloodlines spectating this for the 

first time sent word to their people. 

Especially the Royal Humans who began to increase in number as one of theirs was involved in this 

matter! 

HUUUM! 

On the multicolored earth, Noah went in even deeper as next, he called upon the little Preliminary 

understanding he had in the Natural Law of Gravitation. 

Pristinely purple particles of essence wrapped around him as his eyes closed, feeling the resonance of 

Nature as a clear stream of purple light surged from the surroundings and into his body- his visage 

becoming astounding and majestic as he gave off an indubitably shocking authority while surrounded by 

the Essence of Natural Laws! 

<The Natural Law of Gravitation is undergoing quantification.> 

"2! Two Natural Laws!" 

"Ah…" 

Something that only unique Ultima Strata LEGENDS and those in the Grotto Haven Realm could possibly 

do! 

This being was doing it before their very eyes as his figure forged seamlessly even deeper into the 

Empyral Domain of Nature, streams of white and purple surging into his body as the other particles of 

nearby Natural Laws danced with fervor and power. 

There were many traces of Natural Laws here as if one had any understanding of their nature, they 

might be able to draw them into their soul and gain an understanding of how to utilize them. 

After Noah called out Polarity and Gravitation, his soul buzzed as it began to see what Laws he had 

Affinity with and could even grasp a semblance of! 

He…thought of Mana. 

He thought of the Fundamental Natural Law that governed all things…the Law of Manadynamics that 

stated essence cannot be created or destroyed, only changed into a different form! 

<Are you not curious as to why you have the reality altering concept of Infinite Mana that is also 

violating the core principles of the Natural Law of Manadynamics?> 



His calm mind buzzed with Lavalliere's voice as she stated something Noah had begun to think about the 

moment she revealed the Law of Manadynamics. 

<I told you how weird you were when I first saw this reality altering quality within you. Yes, you can 

draw upon what you consider an infinite source of Mana, but under the laws of Manadynamics…that 

does not stand to be true as once more- essence cannot be created or destroyed, only changed into a 

different form. You are astounding, yes, but you are still a creature that falls within the bounds of 

Natural Laws as even you have to follow this ruling.> 

WAA! 

<So…what form of essence is being converted every single time to grant you the Mana that you utilize? 

What is it and how are you accessing it when you do not even understand it?> 

Infinite Mana. 

Before, he used to borrow Essence from the vast reserves of his World, then Galaxy, and then Universe 

as ultimately, the Trait of Infinite Mana was crystallized into a Reality altering concept that stood true to 

its name even without drawing essence from other sources as far as Noah knew! 

He didn't understand how it was possible, but he only knew it was possible as a ridiculous reality altering 

tool. 

But what was truly behind it? How did its mechanics work and how did it follow the Fundamental 

Natural Law of Manadynamics?! 

HUUM! 

His figure began to buzz as it entered the proximity of the swirling rivers of Reality, space becoming bent 

whenever a tendril of Reality neared him as a wondrous Gravitation force moved it away. 

When it was too massive to be raised by Gravitation, an opposing image of a tendril of Reality would 

appear to deflect the first as Polarity also insisted itself! 

And ever so easily…Noah went even deeper as when one looked at his figure from the outside, they 

could only see a being made of purple and pristine white surging storms of light begin to disappear into 

the folds of Natural Laws. 

As he went deeper in, Noah was searching for none other than Manadynamics. 

For the working of essence that kept together the very fabric of Reality! 

Chapter 1914 Glorious Natural Laws! LV 

Representative Aileron watched the shocking scene of Noah easily disappearing into the folds of the 

Natural Laws of Reality as he spoke with a smile. 

"Another genius of our Race might have just appeared." 

…! 

He spoke wondrous words as he thought about Primordial Geniuses. 
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Beings not considered geniuses based on their Pure-Blooded bloodlines, but purely as Primordials as 

their names were on everyone's minds from the new Generation of Primordials! 

Akaris was considered one such being due to her uniqueness. 

There were others across the Pure-Blooded Primordial Bloodlines granted this identity as they either 

grasped Natural Laws and brought to fruition many DHARMA concepts or forged such a tier of Relics, or 

they simply had their own uniqueness that made them stand out over all others! 

But they were considered geniuses above their peers. 

This existence being cradled by Natural Laws as he disappeared into the Empyral Domain of Nature had 

more than enough qualifications to be considered above his peers! 

— 

An atmosphere of fantasy and majesty. 

This was what Noah's Clone felt as he opened his eyes with wonder after crossing the gateway conjured 

by Ezekiel into the Avalon Dimension. 

The Mirror Dimension and Dream Dimension were unique with their landscapes, and the Avalon 

Dimension was even more so as when Noah spread his will out…he saw mystical floating islands 

countless in number stretched out across purple lit skies. 

There were no major landmasses to speak of as north, south, east, west…every direction one turned to 

had glittering floating landmasses that were wrapped in pristine purple essence- essence that was 

abundant in nature as it beautifully dripped off the sides of the floating islands to cluster into clouds and 

streams of purple essence right below them! 

The islands themselves each had their own uniqueness and environment as some were verdant lush 

islands filled with mystical vegetation, others were freezing cold and filled with glaciers, and others were 

hot deserts that seemed to burn with intensity. 

Yet each of them held their own sense of beauty as the Essence of Avalon wrapped around them and 

cascaded off like waterfalls all around, with one never seeing the ends of these floating islands no 

matter where they looked! 

"We're currently in a domain under my Father's jurisdiction that is normally kept empty, but we might 

start coming across others the moment we leave here." 

Lancelot spoke out calmly as he stretched with a sense of freedom and happiness after returning to the 

Avalon Dimension. 

"The True Sword of Avalon is something protected under the authority of all 12 Domains of Avalon, and 

it is located on Insula Avallonis that has remained free of influence from anyone until now. But getting 

to it…" 

…! 

Insula Avallonis! 



A massive continental floating island vaster than thousands of Realities as when one began exploring the 

Avalon Dimension, the variations of floating islands would change in size from something as small as 

worlds to islands as vast as Realities! 

But Insula Avallonis was something too mystical in the Avalon Dimension as even to this Age, it had not 

fallen under anyone's influence. 

It was not that they did not dare to- it was simply that nobody couldn't! 

This was because the true authority of the Avalon Dimension was sunk into the heart of this island as 

the one capable enough to unearth it…would come to control Insula Avallonis and all of the Avalon 

Dimension in time. 

"We have many things to worry about, but the ones we have to watch out for the most and those who 

will hinder us as we go…are Dimensional Ruler Morgana's forces who believe themselves to be the pure 

blood of Avalon as they remain free of influences from Primordials, Primordial Beasts, Ancient Races, 

and Hellion Rulers from other Dimensions. Anyone foreign is an enemy to them…" 

Dimensional Ruler Morgana. She was also known as Enchantress Morgana! 

A little bit more background was revealed to Noah as this Clone twirled with the weaving of destiny. 

How exactly would he begin to move in the Avalon Dimension that was filled with valiance and magic?! 

— 

In the Main Reality. 

Ecstasy was currently running through Noah's heart. 

Ecstasy! This was because a vast majority of his will was focused on his clone of Alexander as he 

experienced a swarming storm of Natural Law Essences! 

His emotions and very Aspects of Existence enjoyed this sensation as if someone told him two years ago 

before he even awakened that in a short period of time he would be trying to grasp the very 

fundamental laws that made up Reality…he would look at them as if they were crazy. 

Yet here he was now. 

His mind expanded. 

 Boundless experiences that opened up the doorways to unbelievable things that he couldn't even 

imagine were possible before. 

This was what he loved and why he wanted to continue forging forward as the Quintessential Kainos 

Emperor! Understanding the mysteries and fantastical Nature of things he didn't even know existed 

before. 

And now…he wanted to grasp a third Natural Law while the first and second were still being quantified! 

'Let's see…' 



His hands rose in front of him as the only thing he saw were swirling waves of essence, his body having 

long since bypassed the tendrils of swirling Realities as he reached the outside boundary of the 

enormous pillar of light that shot upwards endlessly. 

The further in he went, the more particles of the Essence of Gravitation and Polarity that were absorbed 

into his body as their meanings and capabilities gradually became clear! 

But he wanted to grab more as if he couldn't have them forcefully pulled towards him, he would reach 

out to grab them himself. 

BZZT! 

The multicolored waves of essence were like chaotic bursts of light that were uncontrollable and wild, 

but Noah's Tri-Pupiled eyes shone as his Origin gushed out none other than Mana. 

A pristine blue covered his body as his dazzling eyes shone, observing closely to see a particularly 

distinct essence particle that was constantly changing colors from blue to red, to purple to gold…he saw 

many of these particles flash as if reacting with the sudden surge of profound Mana, and his hands 

reached out to grab onto these particles! 

HOOONG! 

The will of the Quintessential Kainos Emperor was powerful and wild as even though he didn't show it, 

he was currently fused with all his Halos and was taking his Ascendant Quintessential Kainos Emperor 

True Form as it didn't cost him any essence. 

Yet when was forcefully grabbing towards the cluster of particles he had targeted, he only managed to 

contain and immobilize a single one! 

A single one that Noah's surging waves of endless Mana surrounded it…it began to oscillate with pristine 

power and authority. 

HUUM! 

A glorious Symphony began to play in the surroundings. 

<Your Aspects of Existence are reacting to an unknown Natural Law!> 

A Prompt rose before his eyes! 

Chapter 1915 Magnifico! 

<Your Aspects of Existence are reacting to an unknown Natural Law!> 

His Dimensional Reality buzzed. 

Currently, it was an expanse of an earthen gold plane with sandy gold mountains of Dream Essence 

rising and falling, with Kainos Dream Dimensional Cosmos constantly forming from singularities as 

Noah's mountains of False Grotto Nacres disappeared. 

It was continuously expanding as it tried to go towards saturation, but it trembled at this moment as it 

felt the pulling of something that felt extremely familiar and yet at the same time, extremely foreign! 
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Extremely sublime! 

His main body had this reaction as in the Main Reality, his clone grasped the singular particle of essence 

tightly as it sank into his body. 

But… 

It wasn't enough. 

HUUM! 

His Aspects of Existence felt like a barren desert that had received water when this essence was brought 

into the picture as it now sought for more- with Noah's understanding being increased as he collected 

more and more particles of this Natural Law Essence! 

So his will surged as the boundless waves of Mana within him rumbled, locating the constantly color 

changing particles of the essence as his will surged out to hold onto them once more. 

Thus, an arduous task of pulling upon the particle essence of a pristine Natural Law began while the 

ones that he already had an understanding of and had their purple and white essence continue to surge 

towards him…had reached an area sufficient enough to provide a quantification of their details. 

While his will focused on grasping the essence of an abstruse Natural Law, Noah's mind lit up with the 

details of Gravitation and Polarity. 

Natural Law <Gravitation>:: A ruling authority that governs the working of Reality. Understanding it to 

completion means comprehending this aspect of Reality as you can easily influence it in an unimaginable 

manner. With the understanding of Gravitation, one can realize that every single particle in Reality 

attracts every other particle with a force that is proportional to the product of their masses and 

inversely proportional to their square distance. After this realization comes greater and more direct 

control as the force of attraction between two particles or objects can be altered by you in unique ways. 

The Gravitational force of a grain of sand can be made heavier than millions of Realities, and the force of 

a Reality can be thinned and pulled upon akin to the weight of a feather by interchanging the mass and 

square distance of objects. The workings of this Natural Law can also be infused into concepts or Relics 

to produce the attainments of DHARMA- a stage that can allow DHARMIC essence to be infused into 

REIFIED abilities and grant them increased autonomy, power, and size. Current understanding of the 

Natural Law of Gravitation- .59% Current Boosts granted to abilities infused with the Essence of 

Gravitation- 5.9% Augmentation to True Damage Values, True Defense Values, and True Vitality Values. 

The closer you are to fully understanding a Natural Law, the closer you are to the truth… 

Natural Law <Polarity>:: A ruling authority that governs the working of Reality. Understanding it to 

completion means comprehending this aspect of Reality as you can easily influence it in an unimaginable 

manner. With the understanding of Polarity, one can realize that there exists duality and polar opposites 

among Nature, with this duality being capable of being manipulated in unique ways…current 

understanding of the Natural Law of Polarity- .55% Current Boosts granted to abilities infused with the 

Essence of Polarity- 5.5% Augmentation to True Damage Values, True Defense Values, and True Vitality 

Values. The closer you are to fully understanding a Natural Law, the closer you are to the truth… 



The two Natural Laws were quantified as best as they could for this moment in time, with Noah knowing 

and feeling they still held much more to understand as a majority of the power of Natural Laws didn't lie 

with them being used to forge DHARMA concepts or Relics…but in how manipulated this aspect of 

Reality to their whims! 

And Noah wanted to understand nothing more than a particular Fundamental Natural Law as after 

gazing at the details of Polarity and Gravitation, his surged to grab into the wild and powerful particles 

of a new and magnificent essence that would slip from the hands of many. 

Normally, it required one to power and resonate with their surroundings until they linked and attained 

understanding in a Natural Law, but Noah did it forcefully as he chose one in particular and infused its 

essence into him! 

It was ever so slow. 

It was ever so arduous as shockingly, hours passed while he continued to collect the regal particles of 

essence that constantly change colors! 

Until… 

HOONG! 

The swathes of Mana he was releasing and his raging will managed to pull in a cluster of the Essence he 

targeted that only became easier with time as he accumulated more and more of it. 

And after taking in this cluster…the disdainful particles of this essence from afar finally didn't stay away 

as wondrously, they began to flow towards Noah. 

Every so slowly! 

But he didn't have to make an effort now after collecting so many as soon enough, a multicolored 

stream of constantly changing lights formed and began to sink into his body that began to tremble with 

grace and honor. 

And wondrously… 

<Your Aspects of Existence resonate with a Natural Law.> 

…! 

<Your Aspects of Existence seek an understanding of the Fundamental Natural Law of Manadynamics!> 

BOOM! 

Glorious and blinding rays of pristine multicolored lights began to shine from Noah's body as his Tri-

Pupiled eyes released three different beams of luminous light. 

As his Aspects of Existence began to feel a shocking fundamental law and what implications it would 

hold, his soul couldn't help but cry out with joy as his Mana surged in a maddening fashion! 

"Magnifico!" 



His bellow echoed out as streams of Natural Law Essences were surging into him in droves, his body 

beginning to deplete the nearby region as he walked further into the Empyral Domain of Nature! 

He walked in with purpose as he wanted to know. 

Noah wanted to know…since Essence could neither be created nor destroyed, only changed into a 

different form- could he…be capable of entirely changing his Mana into Dimensional Essences and the 

Essence of Reality freely?! 

WAA! 

A reality breaking question as Noah walked forward with luminous eyes when suddenly…a buzzing voice 

shockingly rang out as its source was unknown until now! 

"You are better than most but…only half a day remains until you have to leave here." 

…! 

A voice that buzzed all around from a source Noah didn't even know existed until it spoke. 

It screamed of ancientness and vicissitude. 

Like a voice that did not belong in this Era and Age! 

His Tri-Pupiled eyes flashed as they saw past many falsehoods and gazed deeper into the Empyral 

Domain of Nature. 

His vision was obscured by the many swirling storms of the Natural Laws of Reality, but an overpowering 

and beastial essence calmly resided in that region as if it didn't reveal its voice, Noah wouldn't have 

known it was there! 

Chapter 1916 The Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality Moves To Devour! L 

A shockingly Ancient voice had reverberated in the surroundings as if it didn't announce itself, Noah 

wouldn't have known it was there! 

Even with his expanded senses, he wasn't able to catch it as it seemed to be at the depths of the 

Empyral Domain of Nature. 

It was a guard. 

The single existence who overlooked this place and made sure that Golden Throned Representatives 

came and left for only their one day as thereafter, they would have to leave! 

Noah's mind was calm as hearing it only further solidified one thing. 

The Primordials and the Main Reality still held many unknown things as they could not be 

underestimated, with the small section of power he saw in Niberius Holy City being absolutely nothing 

as he had yet to even see the cluster of powerful existences in their own regions of Pure-Blooded 

Domains. 
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He didn't fully quantify the differences between Ultima Strata and those that had entered the Grotto 

Haven Realm! He didn't know how his own Realm would relate to this system of Progression when he 

formed his Second and Third Dimensional Layer! 

He didn't know how many terrifying Grotto Haven existences Primordials held…or how many of those 

exceeding this stage existed, if any. 

But one thing was clear. 

The legacy that OPPENHEIMER had left behind could not be looked down upon! 

The beings that had controlled destiny since the last Age could not be underestimated! 

Towards the voice that had echoed out, Noah gave a slight nod as he continued to walk deeper into the 

Empyral Domain of Nature, streams of Natural Law Essence flowing into him as understanding in 

Gravitation and Polarity slowly increased, while he sought preliminary understanding in the Natural Law 

of Manadynamics. 

Half a day. 

It should be enough to accomplish what he wanted as thereafter, this Clone would join Legions led by a 

Grotto Haven Primordial to an Incursion of defending a Dimensional Stronghold in the Niflheim 

Dimension where similar to the Kun Peng's Cataclysm Nest, major movements and moves were made 

there among many other Strongholds! 

— 

Across the folds of space and time. 

In the debris and death of a cluster of Realities, the Essence of Pandemonium weaved and obscured 

everything as necrotic stellar bodies floated listlessly in the surroundings. 

Atop one of these necrotic stellar bodies, the visage of a young boy could be seen as it was none other 

than Little Henry! 

Though his body currently gave off a shocking feeling of power as he didn't seem to have broken his 

shackles yet…and yet his aura was more powerful than what any Ninth Firmament existence could 

achieve. 

This was because he had already broken the Limits of one of his Aspects of Existence as he utilized the 

Physique Refinement Techniques his father passed down as well as the methods for how he broke his 

limits…while giving him and his family mountains of False Grotto Nacres, Liquified Soul Seas, and 

Physique Refining Pearls as he told them the minimum base goal was for them to break three Aspects of 

Existence before they became LEGENDS! 

The minimum! 

It baffled them as from their knowledge, this was something unheard of in the last Ages and Era…yet 

they didn't know that Noah had not just broken his limits multiple times, he had even forged an entirely 

new path that nobody else would be able to trek on but him. 



Infinite Dream Automatons were ready to have their foundation layered over others among the many 

preparations made for them. 

Many things were put in place by his Father as the vast majority of the influential beings in the Infinite 

Reality would soon become Primogenial and Beta Strata LEGENDS who had broken the limits twice or 

thrice while in the Firmaments of Ascendancy! 

With this overpowering aura, Little Henry sat on a dead stellar body as his dark and blue hair glimmered 

brightly, his small figure adorned in tight-fitting white and blue shirt and pants that showed off a 

sculpted body and his still childish face that carried a trace of regality. 

Behind him on the debris of other stellar bodies of dead Realities, the Obsidian Panther, Blue Slime, 

Emperor Penguin, Kazuhiko…many of the Vassals under Noah could be seen talking silently or training 

their abilities as the words they had received from the Little Commander was for them to wait silently. 

The Little Commander was waiting for someone to return in order to confirm something important as he 

didn't wait too long before a rip in space occurred, and the wild figure of a Draconic Elephantine beast 

came through with a somber expression! 

Little Henry's kingly visage gazed forward as he raised his brows. 

"Well?"  

"In this region and multiple others, clusters of Ninth Firmament Primordial Beast Legions led by 

advanced Legions of Primogenial, Beta, and Alpha Strata LEGENDS have secretly gathered and seem to 

simply be waiting for the word to move. I couldn't go too far in as even though my aura is the same, they 

would have noticed me soon as even more dreadful auras keep on appearing!" 

WAA! 

Hyperion spoke about shocking information while returning to human form, his devilish visage of a 

middle aged man revealed itself as it was filled with amazement and worry! 

Little Henry heard his words as he pondered with seriousness before replying. 

"I shall pass this information to Father. We seem to have arrived at a wall we cannot cross alone." 

What Little Henry and Noah's Vassals had been doing this whole time. Following the traces of Primordial 

Beasts with Hyperion in the lead as after all this time, they observed their larger movements that 

weren't privy to others as these beings moved and hid in clusters of destroyed Realities and Grotto 

Sanctum, with some of them even hiding an obscene number of their Legions in Emerging and Prime 

Realities not under the jurisdiction of Primordials as the vast Primordial Seas and Seas of Ruination 

within some Realities would have every single part of their surface area covered with countless bodies 

of Primordial Beasts! 

What would his father do after he collated all this information? 

He didn't have to wait long as the moment that his main body sent the mental message to his father, the 

fluctuation of essence reverberated behind them as the figure of the Blue Slime that was boiling happily 

from the chests of Natalya to Valentina released a bright luster while a domineering will descended on 



it- this will ascertaining the coordinates of space before an instant later, the folds of space twisted and 

churned as a True Sanguine Clone of Noah's appeared! 

"You all have worked hard." 

With a light smile, Noah nodded to the Clones of his people as his will coalesced before the leading 

figures of his son and Hyperion, tendrils of destiny beginning to swirl as something was afoot! 

Chapter 1917 The Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality Moves To Devour! Ll 

'How in any way is that possible?!' 

Hyperion's heart and mind were screaming out with disbelief at this moment as they stared at Noah's 

single Clone that had appeared. 

The power and aura this mere Clone gave off were unfathomable as when Hyperion compared it to the 

auras of many powerful Primordial Beasts he had seen, he felt like it far exceeded Primogenial and Beta 

Strata as it more than likely went into the Alpha Strata! 

How…how had this being done this in the span of weeks when not too long ago, they had fused together 

to be capable of dealing with a Primordial at the First Firmament of Ascendancy? 

Hyperion felt so far behind when gazing at this being as they didn't even seem to be in the same place, 

his heart settling any semblance of competition as he realized some existences just could not be 

competed against. 

They were too exemplary. 

And now, this being spoke with an air of regality and authority. 

"Legions of Primordial Beasts gathering in hidden clusters of Realities in all the 5 Regions of the Pure-

Blooded Domains pointing towards the Main Reality…ready to set off at a moments notice while 

coincidentally, Primordials faced attacks in their Domains of Realities and Dimensional Strongholds that 

has made them send out Grotto Haven experts to quell any insurgencies…" 

WAA! 

The defenses of the Primordials were being thinned! 

And just as Grotto Haven Primordial experts took powerful Legions into Dimensional Strongholds and 

other locations where Primordials were being attacked, the Primordial Beasts were ready to strike at 

such a time as at the lead of their Legions were cataclysmic Ultima Strata and Grotto Haven Apocalypse 

Beasts that could cause unbelievable destruction. 

Ancient Races had begun to make their moves as they targeted a portion of the next generation of 

Primordials. Dimensional Races worked with them and even moved in their own Dimensions to attack 

Dimensional Strongholds as Primordials had to expand their forces to deal with this. And coincidentally 

at the same time…Primordial Beasts were ready to move. 

"There is no such thing as coincidence…" 

WAA! 
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Noah spoke with power as Little Henry and others gave him all the information they had collected so far. 

And he came to the dazzling conclusion that the highest echelons of Ancient Races, Dimensional Races, 

and Primordial Beasts were moving together in some way as they all targeted the reigning Bloodline of 

Primordials and their Hegemony! 

Tendrils of destiny surged as this was ascertained, a smile etching itself on Noah's face as the mere start 

of the Age of Quintessence was sparking off a war between four Races! 

And each of them had their own ideologies as three were wondrously moving together against one. 

And with the means of Primordials who controlled the Main Reality and had access to things like the 

Empyral Domains of Nature where their most powerful could absorb the essence of Natural Laws to 

strengthen themselves…they more than likely also knew about the movements of Primordial Beasts as 

they must have planned something for it! 

A single reigning Primordial Bloodline against three other terrifying Bloodlines…were they feigning 

weakness while baiting their enemies or was an entirely different game afoot? 

There were many possibilities with no surefire path set in stone as Noah consulted with Destiny. 

His heart buzzed as it felt this unfurling weaving of destiny, gazing at his people as he locked onto his 

son and Hyperion while speaking sternly. 

"Finish breaking your Limitations in the next few days and enter the stage of LEGENDS. The Soul Library 

is now filled with millions of TABOO Edicts for you all to choose from as normal Primogenial or Beta 

Strata LEGEND will not be capable of stopping you…" 

HOONG! 

An air of unbound tyranny surged as the Quintessential Kainos Emperor imposed his will. 

"This war of Ancient Races, Dimensional Races, Primordial Beasts, and Primordials who have lived and 

warred for millions of years…we shall join in to muddy the waters and see our own destiny." 

….! 

The hearts of those listening to him trembled as they bellowed out in the next instant. 

"OOOOH!" 

They could also feel the winds of destiny as they rode on the coattails of a single being. 

A being that looked at the many things happening as he began to make even grander moves himself! 

'Since all of them are making moves, I should begin as well.' 

His own grand moves. 

A Clone had already entered the Avalon Dimension to start things off as there was still much to be 

done.  

There was the crux of everything. 



There was the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality that had to begin its job of devouring the lands of 

Dimensions and the continued work of swallowing Realities! 

And Noah could do both at the same time as his Will moved, his Main Body lighting up as he still enjoyed 

the form of a Preponderant Irminsul and the surging life force of the Prana Dimension. 

At the core of it all, deep in the Dimensional Holy Land. 

The Vassals that stayed the closest around Noah and those most perceptive turned their eyes where the 

dense life force was stirring and spreading across many Cosmos. 

Among those that understood the most, the existence that was Dr. Hall who had watched the birth of 

the Dream Dimensional Reality with his Eye of Nature, was at the forefront. 

As he felt the surging verdant life force that had been spreading out this whole time, his Eyes that could 

pierce through the mysteries felt barely perceptible changes to the rotation of the nearby Cosmos his 

senses could cover! 

A change in the stellar movements and rotation of the Cosmos as it wasn't just that they were rotating 

differently, but Dr. Hall's Eye of Nature revealed…synonymous movement as it wasn't just the Cosmos of 

the Infinite Reality that were moving. 

It was… 

"The whole Infinite Reality…" 

WAA! 

Yes! 

Dr. Hall couldn't be too sure, but his theory affirmed that at this moment, somehow…the massive 

cluster of many layered Realities that was the Infinite Reality had begun moving across the Boundary 

Between Realities! 

And right he was as at this moment, Noah's will gave the command for the Gourmandizing Dimensional 

Reality to begin its movements across the bounds of space…circling the periphery of the Domains of 

Primordials as it would swallow any Reality it came across. 

This was the feature of <Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality> that allowed for autonomous mobility to 

swallow Realities, and also devour the Domains of Dimensions when it crossed through into a 

Dimension! 

Drifting alone cost pure Mana, but the swallowing of Realities cost 100,000 for Emerging Realities, 1 

Million for Prime Realities, and 1.5 Million for Unique Realities. 

But for swallowing the Domains of Dimensions, 1 Million Units of the Essence of Reality and 50 Million 

Units of Dimensional Essence were required…per second. 

Wondrously with his titanic Infinite Reality Passages that had exceeded 100, he could handle this! 

All cards were in place. 



Like a beast moving across space, any Realities that the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality came across 

would now be swallowed. 

And for beginning to swallow the lands of Dimensions?  

The features of <Dimensional Gateway> and <Pocket Dimensional Reality> were ready to be put in play! 

Chapter 1918 The Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality Moves To Devour! Lll 

The Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality was one that was filled with many different types of Essences, 

but it was overflowing with Dream Essence as swirling storms of them could be seen across many 

regions. 

At this moment, an area began to condense with countless particles of Dream Essence as Noah called 

upon <Dimensional Gateway>! 

He designed it to be in the depths of the Dimensional Holy Land and near the massive golden stairway 

that led to his throne, where even his massive figure of a Preponderant Irminsul still releasing dense 

waves of life force could see it form. 

A massive outline of an Archway began to form as it shimmered with dazzling gold, a portal forming at 

the center of this archway that would lead anyone into the Dream Dimension, whether they were 

connected to it or not. 

Noah didn't form it randomly as this gateway was only half formed, where another half had to be 

erected on the other side if Noah wanted to appear in a specific location and not randomly displaced 

across the vast Dream Dimension! 

And this was something easy to do as currently, there were many Clones that were sent to move around 

in the Dream Dimension. 

Their purposes were many, and one of their achieved purposes after seeking Dream LEGENDS for Noah 

to dominate…was to ascertain the location he was in and what major powers were nearby. 

And since he was in the periphery of the Dream Dimension, it was mainly lone Dream Dimensional 

creatures as even the Domains where Primordials would have their strongholds were nowhere to be 

seen! 

So the Clones within the Dream Dimension had the job of securing a perimeter around a region and 

making sure nothing passed through, and at the center of this perimeter…the other half of the 

Dimensional Gateway began to form under the gaze of one of Noah's Clones. 

Radiant golden light surged as it was completed in no time. 

As both sides of the gateway were called upon and stabilized, the feature of Pocket Dimensional Reality 

was also called upon as from the depths of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality, a radiant glimmer of 

stellar light dripping with authority flowed out. 

This was a representation of the Infinite Reality itself as this stellar point of light swirled with the illusion 

of swirling golden rivers of realities and glorious golden Cosmos, being a miniaturized version of the 
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immense authority of the Infinite Reality as more powerful features could be expressed through this 

Pocket Dimensional Reality as if it was the genuine thing! 

It shone with dazzling golden light and authority as it seemed like a miniaturized cluster of realities itself, 

moving towards the Dimensional Gateway that was actually beginning to turn transparent at this 

moment- showing the seen of sandy golden storms swirling in the background as one of Noah's Clones 

stood at the very forefront of the gate, waiting. 

His hands beckoned. 

HUUUM! 

And the Pocket Dimensional Reality began to float by itself into the Dimensional Gateway, the authority 

of a shockingly monstrous treasure seamlessly getting into the Dream Dimension as Noah's Clone got his 

hands on it on the other side easily! 

In the palm of his hands, he grasped the authority of the Infinite Reality as it felt extremely heavy, his 

figure moving away from the Gateway and gazing out into the expanse of boundless Dream Essence in 

the distance. 

He knew what he was about to do was not so simple. 

He knew that once he did it, he would not be able to stop as he was successful enough, terrifying 

powerful existences would be alerted! 

When he began to do something as ridiculous as swallow the Domains of a Dimension, sooner or 

later…Dimensional Rulers and those overseeing the Dream Dimension would be alerted. 

Not to mention the Dream Dimension itself! Everything seemingly had a will as what would the possible 

will of this Dimension do when it began to be swallowed up by something? 

"Hoo…" 

Noah breathed out calmly as he knelt down with the Pocket Dimensional Reality in his hands, setting it 

down on the golden earthen layer of sand below him as if he was planting a seed. 

Because of all the aforementioned factors above, he had to plan extremely well and be prepared, so he 

asked Lavalliere. 

"How many uses have you accumulated so far?" 

He had allowed her to swallow the mountains of Sextupled False Grotto Nacres, Liquified Soul Seas, and 

Physique Refining Pearls to allow her to speak of secrets more freely without worrying about Karma, 

release her restrictions, and be ready for a reality altering concept that would only be made possible 

with Absolute Dream Authority! 

<20 Uses are accumulated so far, and I'm still not sure if they'll be enough for you to lay down the 

authority you wish for.> 

Lavalliere's sonorous voice rang out as Noah nodded with a smile, giving his go ahead. 



"Then you can begin. Swallow more loot if need be as this is something we must enact if my future 

pathway is to be successful." 

WAA! 

His words carried inviolable authority as within Noah's main body that was currently still the 

Preponderant Irminsul, Lavalliere's authority began to shine as Noah's will was pulled into a Dream. 

And in the region of the Dream Dimension where Noah's Clone had just laid down the miniaturized 

Pocket Dimensional Reality…he called out silently! 

"Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality." 

HOOONG! 

Tendrils of destiny exploded beautifully. 

Surging Essence of Reality and Dream Essence bloomed and was burnt up as a terrific authority buzzed 

from the Pocket Dimensional Reality…an unbelievable scene beginning to occur in the next moment. 

The surrounding earthen layers of golden sandy Dream Essence and what could be considered the lands 

of the Dream Dimension…they began to surge into the Pocket Dimensional Reality as if they were being 

devoured! 

The moment this began… 

BZZZZT! 

The surroundings began to tremble as the hazy gold skies wondrously split apart in the next instant. 

Space folded in on itself as it wasn't just the earth that the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality was 

swallowing…but everything before it the true <Domain> of the Dream Dimension began to be devoured 

at this moment! 

TRING! 

<An Impossible Achievement!> 

Chapter 1919 The Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon Blooms L 

<An Impossible Achievement!> 

WAA! 

In the cracked skies of the Dream Dimension, boundless authority surged down. 

<An Impossible Achievement has been attained as a tool under your control has begun absorbing the 

authority of a Dimension, your authority in the Age of Quintessence increasing tremendously!> 

…! 

Not slightly. 

Not greatly. 
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Tremendously! 

Noah wanted it to be massively but he would take what he got as even doing something like this…was 

an action other beings could not so easily do as it allowed Noah's authority to continue to increase. 

His backbone of a throne lit up in multiple areas as many more lights came to be, its outline gradually 

becoming clear as anyone who stared at it would be able to clearly tell it was forming into a Throne. 

And the surprises weren't done. 

<The Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality and Dream Essence of the Gourmandizing 

Dimensional Reality begin to exponentially rise over time, and will continue to do so if the devouring and 

assimilation of the Dream Dimension continues.> 

<Your own Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality and Dream Essence reflect a portion of the 

exponential increase of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality as they will rise so long as the 

assimilation of the Dream Dimension continues.> 

…! 

His Aspects of Existence shone gloriously. 

Dream Essence and the Essence of Reality proliferated as in the periphery of Noah's vision, prompts 

began to rise in a show of utter wonder. 

<Your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality have risen by +10.> 

<Your Maximum Reserves of Dream Essence have risen by +100.> 

<Your Maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality have risen by +10…> 

The same prompts were raining down every single second! 

Every second, his maximum Reserves of the Essence of Reality increased by 10 while Dream Essence 

increased by 100. 

It meant that every day…his maximum reserves would passively be increased by over 800,000 while his 

Dream Essence would increase by over 8 million! 

What an unexpected boon. 

What a wondrous progression! 

And at the same time, Noah felt that at least this had to happen as the act of swallowing a Dimension 

was too grand, and nor would it be possible unless he could defend against the powerful beings who 

would very soon make their way towards him. 

BZZT! 

Essence raged as Noah's will felt everything happening with clarity, the Decretum of Dreams tugging 

upon his soul as he saw domains of land being devoured before his eyes while in the Infinite Reality, 

Dream Essence was proliferating madly as below all of the Cosmos Noah had collected so far…a layer of 

golden earth began to form. 



It was like a transference as he took something not his and brought it under his authority, the Infinite 

Reality bound to get wondrously more powerful as even he did currently know what the results would 

be if he was successful in the assimilation of a Dimension! 

As he observed the preliminary process and saw the disappearing lands before him, Noah gave a 

command. 

"Slow down a little and expand the domain." 

HUUM! 

A droning sound boomed out as authority was stretched out. 

The area under the authority of the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality could be changed as like a 

circular domain of authority, the Pocket Dimensional Reality began to extend the areas it was 

swallowing further outward- the domain immediately closest to it being an extension of its authority as 

it could even be considered part of the Infinite Reality that it had already swallowed up! 

A crackling circular boundary of light gradually formed and expanded outwards- the region outside of 

this circular lightning-like boundary being what was devoured as every few seconds, this domain would 

expand as the land within it…was considered under the authority of the Infinite Reality. 

Noah was playing with concepts and undertaking actions that he didn't fully understand the implications 

of, but he only forged forward as it was a possibility for him- and thus he began forming an expanding 

domain that would continue to swallow the surrounding domains of the Dream Dimension…so long as 

the Pocket Dimensional Reality was not destroyed. 

In this domain covered by a crackling golden lightning-like boundary, Noah had to protect it entirely 

from the influence of others as this was where the hard task that was also considered another 

impossibility landed on his shoulders. 

If Beta or Alpha Strata Dream LEGENDS and Nightmares came, he might be able to stop them. 

But if those at the Ultima Strata and above came? If Dimensional Rulers of this Dimension very quickly 

grasped what was happening came? Existences who could wield Absolute Dream Authority to some 

extent?! 

Disaster would follow. 

So…he had to prepare. 

He wasn't daunted in the least bit as he had a treasure that didn't allow its Origins to be known even 

now- a treasure that could utilize Absolute Dream Authority! 

His will had already sunk into a dream as our Viewpoint shifted once more. 

Within a Dream. 

Noah found himself in a sea of gold this time as not too far from him, he could see countless 

multicolored chains erupting from a central figure of light that couldn't be clearly discerned at this 

moment. 



Yet around her, boundless authority surged that had an undeniable nature- the Absolute Dream 

Authority. 

"Lavalliere." 

Noah spoke lightly at being shown all this as the sonorous voice spoke. 

<Swallowing so much has allowed me to regain more of myself, so thank you for that. What are the 

specifications of this Dream?> 

She didn't seem to be too talkative at this time as Noah began to speak while staring at the endless 

chains of Destiny, Karma, Fate, and Fortune that stretched out upwards- his eyes that were more 

perceptive even seeing chains of Natural Laws now! 

"However many uses it requires…I want to forge a reality altering Absolute Kainos Ability, Domain, or 

Authority…what it may be called. I want to form it around the Pocket Dimensional Reality at its core 

where the domain spread out around it cannot be entered." 

Noah knew that such a thing was impossible, but he began at a high point as he would specific based on 

what Lavalliere told him. 

<Entrance denial is impossible unless Millions of Uses of Absolute Dream Authority are spent.> 

Feedback came as Noah nodded and continued. 

"It cannot be entered unless the Realms of those choosing to enter are at the same equivalent Realm of 

Power as me, with their Concepts, Edicts, Decretums or Natural Laws restricted to the level I have 

achieved." 

<The cost drastically decreases from there, but it becomes in the Hundreds of uses.> 

"The concepts they can utilize are limited to one above me as the number of Concepts, Edicts, 

Decretums or Natural Laws are limited toa level above what I hold." 

<100 Uses.> 

Lavalliere's replies came quickly as Noah continued! 

"...They aren't limited in their concepts or Edicts, but are limited to only 25% of any and all of the 

Decretums, or Natural Laws they grasp - only their Realm has to be suppressed to a level equivalent to 

mine." 

<25 Uses.> 

WAA! 

25 Uses! 

Designing the Infinite Runic Ecriture of Modus Operandi and the Mythical Natural Born Infinite Dream 

Physique cost a minuscule percentage of this as their results were already astonishing. 

And yet such a large number was going towards forging an inviolable new concept with Absolute Dream 

Authority. 



What exactly would it be? 

He nodded and gave his agreement as his will discerned painfully as significant portions of his Loot 

Mountains disappeared, but a sufficient number of uses were collected. 

<You can also make it easier by sharing the burden of Karma with others.> 

"Mm…" Noah nodded as he thought of the idealized conclusion of a domain around the Pocket 

Dimensional Reality that would continue swallowing its surrounding Dimension while also keeping out 

powerful existences unless they entered with a suppressed stage of power equivalent to his! 

Thereafter, it would be left to their concepts and unique powers to decide who the victor would be as 

Noah would defend the core of this Domain- the Pocket Dimensional Reality! 

As for how to cement everything into a single authority? 

Noah thought back to his home world and how the Demon World has accessed his home in a bid for 

Conquest. 

A smile formed on his lips as he spoke with his eyes shining gloriously. 

"This domain around the Pocket Dimensional Reality…make it into something that can have its 

environment altered, with those entering needing to pass through regions or floors in order to reach the 

core location where the Pocket Dimensional Reality is located. A Location that I will be protecting…make 

this domain into the concept of a Dungeon where those who will come to try and stop me from 

devouring Dimensions will be suppressed in their power and have to get through me before they can 

ever touch the Pocket Dimensional Reality." 

WAA! 

Destiny whipped around madly as Noah's devilish smile only became more pronounced! 

"Let's term it…the Quintessential Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon. This shall be the domain of authority 

protecting the Pocket Dimensional Reality!" 

Chapter 1920 The Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon Blooms! L 

The Quintessential Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon. 

The concept of this terrifying authority was completed and defined in the Dream as dense Absolute 

Dream Authority went to work. 

<It's an interesting concept that will only be made possible with Absolute Dream Authority, with the 

effect applying to all those who choose to enter. But…if those with powerful identities like beings who 

have a great understanding of Absolute Dream Authority enter, the limitations you set could more than 

likely be manipulated for them.> 

Lavalliere's voice echoed out as she completed the coalescence of this authority. 

<The one positive you will have initially is that the existences that have lived through the Ages- the 

Dimensional Rulers and Dimensional Hellion Rulers who should come across your domain sooner or 

later…they would so easily risk their lives and Destiny to enter a domain where they would face a level 
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of suppression. With your Destiny wrapped around the Heart of Destiny, it would be hard for them to 

ascertain the weaving of destiny in this domain as they would move carefully and send in those under 

them. This…gives you a period where you will need to explosively increase your strength.> 

WAA! 

<Because when the time comes that your devouring of a Dimension has reached a critical level 

Dimensional Rulers put aside their safety and choose to enter even with the unknown destiny, you 

might be facing an enemy whose understanding of Natural Laws and Decretums are not limited to 25%, 

and their Realm Suppression could even be lifted multiple stages higher.> 

…! 

Lavalliere spoke succinctly as she made many things clear! 

Noah knew that the strength of powerful existences would come from their Natural Laws and Decretum 

of Dimensions as just from Polarity and Gravitation…the full boost in understanding these two Natural 

Laws would be an increase of 2,000% to one's True Vitality, Damage, and Defense Values. 

If Noah applied the 10 Billion Alpha Strata Damage Values, that was 200 Billion in Damage Values just by 

understanding two Natural Laws! 

And with Ultima Strata existence whose boundary of Values was above 100 Billion, or those at the 

Grotto Sanctum whose boundaries were above 1,000 Billion…their might was simply disastrous. 

"...." 

Noah was far behind as depending on the difficulty other beings had in their understanding of Natural 

Laws, he didn't know just how large the discrepancy was! 

He also had an inkling that the quantified boosts of Natural Laws didn't just end at boosting Damage, 

Vitality, and Defense Values as the higher tier of Fundamental Natural Laws should provide even more 

dreadful enhancements. 

For him to combat existences that had lived across the Ages, he would need to make great 

advancements in Natural Laws and Decretum of Dimensions, as well as quickly saturate his First 

Dimensional Layer and build the next one! 

His sources of increasing power were many as even the swallowing of Dimensions would expand his 

reserves of the Essence of Reality, and if he had to play it dangerously…he could see how many more 

<Pocket Dimensional Reality>s he could call out from the Infinite Reality and utilize simultaneously in 

other Dimensions. 

He might be able to devour multiple Dimensions at the same time, but he had to move carefully to not 

attract the attention of too many powerful beings all at once. 

He had to elevate his power just a little bit more and after seeing the reaction of the Dream Dimension 

and its powerful natives, he could better plan for the devouring and assimilation of other Dimensions. 

After seeing the wonders and effectiveness of the Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon, his Conquest on 

multiple fronts could fully begin! 



HOONG! 

Lustrous waves of essence echoed out as a Dream was coming to an end. 

Lavalliere's might was dreadful as always as she accomplished exactly what she said she would, Noah 

receiving information in his will soon after. 

From Dream to Reality… 

<The Quintessential Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon domain authority has been attained.> 

A profound light of destiny bloomed.  

In the Dream Dimension, Noah watched the expanded domain of the Pocket Dimensional Reality as it 

continued to swallow the lands around it, a dazzling golden textbox rising before his eyes. 

<Quintessential Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon>:: An domain made possible through Absolute Dream 

Authority. It forms a domain around the Pocket Dimensional Reality that challengers cannot reach until 

the designated Boss of the Dungeon is cleared. The cost to maintain this authority is purely Dream 

Essence from the source of the Pocket Dimensional Reality. Those entering this domain will have their 

Realms suppressed to the level of the designated Quintessential Dungeon Boss, and face a limitation of 

25% of any and all of the Decretums or Natural Laws they grasp, with their Concepts or Edicts not facing 

any limitations. The environment of the Quintessential Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon is designated 

by the Dungeon Boss as the layout, floors, traps, minions, and all other aspects of a Dungeon are 

relegated to them. Whenever an existence faces True Death in this domain, their Aspects of Existence 

will turn into Quintessential Kainos Loot that can be utilized to expand the power and Destiny of the 

victors. The limitations and specifications of the Dream Dungeon can be altered in the future with 

sufficient Dream Authority… 

A profound domain and a tool for Noah to utilize for the effective Conquest of Dimensions appeared. 

With the Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon… 

He would be killing many birds with a single stone! 

Defend the area where he was swallowing a Dimension. 

And with any of those coming to stop him, their realms would be suppressed as if they fell within this 

Dungeon, he would absorb their power to achieve an even greater level 

"Enact the Quintessential Absolute Kainos Dream Dungeon." 

HUUM! 

The command was given as the Gourmandizing Dimensional Reality moved. 

With the Pocket Dimensional Reality at the center, swirling winds of authority converged as the 

expanded domain in this area that had grown vaster than millions of miles began to change, the image 

of a massive golden monolith beginning to form as around it, the swirling ecritures of 

<QUINTESSENTIAL> were spinning with fervor! 

 


